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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Delay-tolerant Networking (DTN) [3] has moved a long way

from its—for many probably somewhat elite—origin of a technol-
ogy for an Interplanetary Internet in the late 1990s to an established
research discipline. One major contributor to this trend was the ob-
servation that quite a few terrestrial networks exhibit delay-tolerant
properties, albeit of different nature: from sparse mobile ad-hoc to
sensor networks to mobile Internet access, we find delay tolerance
as an important element to describe communication behavior and to
design protocols suitable for operation in the respective challenged
networking environment. And even fixed infrastructure networks
may benefit from delay-tolerant approaches to data transmission
[7]—as did UUNet decades ago, when forwarding mails and news
in a multi-hop store-and-forward fashion enabled communication
involving machines that were not “always on” in the first place.

Delay-tolerant networking has contributed to our understanding
of networking at least in a twofold manner:

• It has helped extending the reach of communication into ar-
eas previously beyond the grasp of generic networking archi-
tectures (as opposed to closed application-specific solutions
that may have existed in some areas) [3].

• We have learned reconsidering protocol design practices to
be able to build systems for DTNs,1 which are also applica-
ble to the Internet at large: from robustness in the presence of
disruptions to separating functions for application data units
from their delivery protocols (e.g., securing the objects, not
the transport) to storing (i.e., caching) meaningful (and iden-
tifiable) information units [11].

The former had a substantial impact on mobile ad-hoc network-
ing research for which mostly connected networks (with high node
density) had to be assumed, a requirement that could be relaxed
with delay tolerance so that MANETs got much closer to reality.

1Various issues have arisen independently in other contexts.
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While also applicable to sparse vehicular networks or wireless
sensor networks, enabling networking between mobile devices, also
dubbed opportunistic or pocket-switched networking [5], has been
the primary driver for research in a number of fields. These include
studying contact patterns between mobile devices carried by hu-
mans, understanding human mobility (as far as relevant for device-
to-device communication) and developing models that can repro-
duce the observed contact patterns, and correlating the contacts and
social networks to allow prediction of future interactions.

These and others feed into system and protocol design for mostly
infrastructure-less communication between mobile nodes and their
respective evaluation. Dozens of routing protocols were developed
and diverse communication paradigms beyond unicast adapted to
mobile DTNs, including multicast, publish/subscribe, and broad-
cast, with many different flavors being developed. Recently, plain
opportunistic communication got another layer on top: service dis-
covery and having tasks executed by individual or groups of other
nodes to later collect the results: opportunistic computing [2] or
crowd computing [10], in analogy to cloud computing.

So, here we are with all these models and protocols and sys-
tems. But what to do with them? Once in a while it feels that, with
delay-tolerant networking, we are heading for the same trap that
the MANET community has fallen into before: designing (rout-
ing) protocols without any clear applications in mind that might use
them or defining more or less artificial problems with little bearing
on reality. Disaster management, crisis scenarios, and communica-
tion in remote areas are prime examples for application scenarios
to be found in grant applications. Yes, these scenarios do matter,
but they cannot be all there is. We should do better—and we can!

However, we must always remember what or whom we are de-
signing for and which requirements arise from this target. For ex-
ample, a lot of work has explored human-to-human communica-
tion or Internet access in opportunistic environments: for web page
retrieval, web and vicinity search, twitter, and messaging, among
others. But very little has been done to understand how such appli-
cations would need to be designed to become actually usable and
useful. We often tend to be happy about (or blinded by?) perfor-
mance figures that show that something works in principle without
questioning too much the implications in practice. The latter par-
ticularly includes appreciating that the delay tolerance of the user
and her interaction with the system (and thus the user interface).

This touches a key point concerning opportunistic networks: the
lack of predictability. If users want something, they want it now!
At the very least, they want to know when to expect a response.
“404 Not Found” or a browser’s note “Server not found” are clear,
whereas an hourglass or a similar indication to wait leaves the user
in the dark about her chances for success. Opportunistic network-
ing environments in which message delivery latency can be any-



thing between one second and several days—or infinity since odds
are that a message is not delivered at all—deny a user this very
predictability.2 Users calibrate their expectations anyway when di-
rectly connected to the Internet, when search results or the initial
bits of web page contents are expected to appear within a second—
and our work culture has evolved to expect even asynchronous
means for information exchange such as email to work more or
less instantaneously.

All this makes building compelling DTN applications a challeng-
ing task, given such demanding competition especially in places
with pretty good wireless or cellular coverage and flat rates for
mobile data at least for local subscribers. We have basically two
options: 1) Reconsider the way we think about application inter-
action and communication paradigms that can satisfy mainstream
user expectations. 2) Find those niches where the mainstream does
not matter. The aforementioned disaster, crisis, and rural commu-
nication applications fall into this latter category.

For the mainstream, we face the challenge of designing appli-
cations that either cannot be built using omnipresent wireless in-
frastructure and backend services in the cloud or try to minimize
leaking information to such services. Exchanging large volumes of
information at high data rates or in privacy, implicitly provided by
physical proximity to some extent, could thus be important drivers.

One obvious use is content sharing. DTN content distribution
has been pioneered by the PodNet system [8] that offers users to
share content in a peer-to-peer fashion according to their interests.
Floating Content [12] restricts content dissemination to a prede-
fined geographic area for each content item and thus exploits lo-
cality, supports spatial and temporal re-use of node buffers, and
implicitly limits resource consumption. SCAMPImusic allows ex-
periencing the music tastes of a user’s immediate surroundings by
sharing music contents in a volatile way.3 From a usability per-
spective it is important that these applications all work in the back-
ground, collecting content according to a user’s preferences: when
they catch the user’s attention, they only present what they already
got, thus preserving the instant interaction a user would expect.
Moreover, as there is no way for a user to know which content
to expect in each case, no expectations (e.g., completeness of the
available music) can be disappointed.

Content sharing between mobiles may complement infrastruc-
ture usage. Devices may perform opportunistic caching and ask
their neighbors about locally available content before downloading
via the infrastructure. This may offload data from the infrastruc-
ture, but also assist in preserving privacy, e.g., when sharing map
tiles of the environment so that server cannot track users [1]. Such
applications would operate in the background invisible to the user.

Niche applications have contributed substantially to DTN devel-
opment, especially before mobile phones were close enough to the
capabilities required for ad-hoc interactions between them. In the
past, quite some focus was on sensing, e.g., for environmental con-
ditions [9] or to study animal behavior [6], where sensor data were
replicated between nodes and collected at dedicated places, using
animal, vehicle, or human mobility for data carriage. Many further
applications to extend the reach of networking for different areas
(underwater, mountains, aerial surveillance) continue to emerge.

Another niche application area has received rather limited (aca-
demic) attention so far: various industrial environments may of-
fer quite similar communication challenges as mountainous or ru-

2This also applies to the aforementioned applications: e.g., people
in emergency situations want to know if somebody heard them and
need a “voice” to tell them that help is on the way.
3Idea and prototype developed by Teemu Kärkkäinen in the EC
FP7 project SCAMPI (grant agreement 258414).

ral areas, such as lack of (deployable) infrastructure, sparse node
density, and too limited communication range. They would benefit
from delay-tolerant networking to improve (if not enable) commu-
nications. One example is networking people, equipment, and a
control room in underground mines [4], where rock blocks wire-
less communication effectively. Mines have usually very limited
facilities for data communications and, if available, cover only a
fraction of the total mine. Yet orders need to be sent to and sta-
tus information collected from potentially hundreds of machines
so that progress monitoring and planning can proceed efficiently.
Leveraging vehicles and workers equipped with mobile devices as
message carriers can improve information availability substantially.
Such constrained environments, where DTN can make a difference
in practice, can likely be found elsewhere.

While niche applications may benefit from dedicated hardware
and closed deployments, which simplifies configuration and opera-
tions, mainstream applications face an open and heterogeneous en-
vironment. Especially with content sharing, making participation
legally safe, technically robust (e.g., against malware), and privacy
preserving are challenges yet to be addressed.

One common observation across all applications is that they are
usually applied in a specific context and those observations and re-
quirements don’t find their way into other researchers’ evaluations
too often. So, we need to break out of these research silos to share
(and use!) insights about meaningful scenarios, applications, and
parameters more broadly: too often, we find evaluations for rout-
ing protocols that use traffic with little relation to applications or
a rather limited set of mobility models. And evaluations are of-
ten quite optimistic about lower layer characteristics from detection
times, to pairing success rates, to transmission rate.

Finally, it is difficult to obtain real usage patterns for DTN ap-
plications without developing, deploying and measuring them. We
need to “eat (more of) our own dog food” to gain a better under-
standing of how those applications and their underpinnings work
for real. If we don’t, who would?
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